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“the system 1”, 2023, aluminum, pigments, MDM binder and oil on canvas, 47 x 47 inch / 120 x 120 cm
“the system 2”, 2023, aluminum, pigments and MDM binder on canvas, 47 x 47 inch / 120 x 120 cm “souls”, 2023, aluminum, pigments and MDM on canvas, 79 x 70 inch / 200 x 180 cm
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“deluge of delusion 6”, 2023, aluminum, pigments, MDM binder and oil on canvas, 98 x 70 inch / 250 x 180 cm “deluge of delusion 7”, 2023, aluminum, pigments and MDM binder on canvas, 98 x 70 inch / 250 x 180 cm

http://www.claudiachaseling.com/paintings/mutative.html
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“cat”, 2023, aluminum, pigments, egg tempera and MDM binder on canvas, 11 x 20 inch / 30 x 50 cm “shadows”, 2022, aluminum, egg tempera and oil on canvas, 30 x 38 inch / 80 x 96 cm
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“looking through 1 ”, 2021, “reverse universe”, 2021, “looking through 2” 2021,
“just a few steps away”, 2021, “escape 1”, 2022, “escape 2”, 2022,
gold leaf, pigments, egg tempera, MDM binder and oil on canvas, 11 x 11 inch / 30 x 30 cm
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“silent shadows” dra� 2, 2023, water color and pencil on paper, 8 x 13 inch / 20 x 34 cm“silent shadows” dra� 1, 2023, water color and pencil on paper, 8 x 13 inch / 20 x 34 cm
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“silent shadows” dra� 5 and dra� 6, 2023, water color and pencil on paper, 8 x 13 inch / 20 x 34 cm“silent shadows” dra� 4, 2023, water color and pencil on paper, 8 x 13 inch / 20 x 34 cm
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Exhibi�on view “radia�onscape”, Art-in-Buildings, 55 5th Ave., New York City, USA
2018, aluminum, pigments, egg tempera, MDM binder and oil on wall, floor and 2 oval canvasses, 142 x 394 x 100 inch /
360 x 1000 x 250 cm
Video of the tour through the exhibi�on “mutopia 5”, 2020 Australian Embassy, Berlin, Germany
“grid 2”, 2006, egg tempera and oil on canvas, 70 x 70 inch / 175 x 175 cm

CONTEXT of work
Spa�al Pain�ng: Site-Specific and Time-Specific Artworks

Claudia Chaseling’s ar�s�c prac�ce consists of drawing, graphic novels, mixed media on
photos and abstract studies of nature, which all feed into site-related pain�ngs, pain�ngs on
tradi�onal and shaped canvases, and expansive three-dimensional works, the Spa�al Pain�ngs.
The star�ng point for these works is always observa�ons of the environment and its change.

Dry color pigments are used to paint movements of biomorphic and amorphic forms, op�cally
inverted perspec�ves, and garishly fluorescent wave structures. In the period 2000-2010 the
focus was on structures in nature that had develop over millennia, such as lines in rocks, but also
water movements and fractals. What cap�vates Claudia Chaseling since then has been the
impact of human interference in natural habitats, such as mutated nature caused by toxic
influences. Thema�cally, Spa�al Pain�ngs deal with distorted landscapes, alienated places,

click on photo for link to early works "grids"click on photo for link to the video tour of the exhibi�on “mutopia 5”

“Murphy the mutant”, video s�lls, 2013, video of the graphic novel, 14 min.
Exhibi�on view “omen”, side-view and from the specific view-point, muta�ve perspec�ve pain�ng, 68 Projects, Berlin, Germany
2014, egg tempera and aluminum on wall, floor and ceiling, 157 x 276 x 118 inch / 400 x 700 x 300 cm

mutated plants, and living beings whose transforma�on stems from radioac�ve contamina�on,
or for example from the influence of pes�cides and other substances.
The pain�ngs engage an interfacing of abstract shapes with painted texts, symbols, cartoon-

like figures and elements from architecture and technology that relate to a specific subject
ma�er. A vortex of utopias and visions is implemented, crea�ng distorted and infiltrated
perspec�ves in the pain�ng, which Claudia Chaseling calls the “Muta�ve Perspec�ve”. In 2013,
she published the graphic novel “Murphy the mutant” that became an anchor for her work. She
is searching for a new perspec�ve in pain�ng, which captures the mul�dimensional, unstable
reali�es and the condi�on of aliena�on in which we exist today.
The Spa�al Pain�ngs interrupt the geometric order and aim to transmute the exhibi�on

space through their profound depth and sway between the two and three-dimensional. These
site-muta�ve biomorphic abstract murals covering walls, floors and ceilings are dra�ed from one
par�cular viewpoint, to fla�en, distort and dissolve the familiar geometry of the exhibi�on/
museum space, whilst carrying social-ecological meaning. For in depth informa�on please click
this link to Claudia Chaseling’s PhD thesis

"Spa�al pain�ng and the muta�ve perspec�ve: how pain�ng can breach spa�al dimensions
and transfer meaning through abstrac�on".

click on photo for link to video “Murphy the mutant”click on photo for link to the interview “Ar�st spotlight”

click on photo for link to series of Spa�al Pain�ngs

http://www.claudiachaseling.com/paintings/grids.html
https://vimeo.com/468943097
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xqcr1Ev2FVc
https://vimeo.com/676272467
http://www.claudiachaseling.com/spatial.html
https://openresearch-repository.anu.edu.au/handle/1885/173735
https://openresearch-repository.anu.edu.au/handle/1885/173735
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“deluge of delusion 3”, 2022, aluminum, pigments, MDM binder and oil on canvas, 100 x 60 inch / 250 x 150 cm

click on photo for link to the series of pain�ngs called “muta�ve”

Recent Projects

Dissonance.Pla�orm Germany

Dissonance. Pla�orm Germany, edited by Mark Gisbourne and Christoph Tannert, is a book
published by DCV that surveys 81 ar�s�c posi�ons in the field of pain�ng in Germany. Following
the publica�on of the book, Künstlerhaus Bethanien presented a first exhibi�on with 40
selected posi�ons.
It is o�en argued that any selec�on of ar�sts must follow a previously validated discourse so

as to ensure its meaningfulness, in much the same way that ci�es and municipali�es choose the
beneficiaries of their graves of honour.
Post-reunifica�on Germany has emerged as an important forum for interna�onal pain�ng. The
post-German-wall genera�on of ar�sts born in the 1970s and 1980s eschew alignment with
collec�ve tendencies and resist clearly definable influences. Meanwhile, their art has registered
the cultural and sociological disloca�ons and divergences since the fall of the Iron Curtain with
seismographic precision.
The editors of DISSONANCE. Pla�orm Germany present eighty-one of the most significant

painters working in Germany in the past two decades. They have the courage of strong opinions,
turn the spotlight on unsuspected treasures, and tease out the unexpected value in aesthe�cally
thrilling achievements of programma�c pluralism.
The editors dare to pass judgement, some of which are s�ll in the process of exploring the
relevant meanings they can add to painterly prac�ce. If this publica�on were to be read as a
scene of the crime or an uncovered bill of exchange for future developments, its claim will have
been fulfilled. A vital survey of one of the most exci�ng chapters in the more recent history of
art in Germany..

Exhibi�on view ”Dissonance. Pla�orm Germany“, Kuenstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin, Germany
“deluge of delusion 3” and “deluge of delusion 4”, 2021/2022, aluminum, pigments, MDM binder and oil on canvas,
each oval 98 x 59 inch / 150 x 250 cm

click on photo for link to the exhibi�on Dissonance. Pla�orm Germany

http://www.claudiachaseling.com/paintings/mutative.html
http://www.claudiachaseling.com/paintings/mutative.html
https://www.bethanien.de/en/exhibitions/dissonance/
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Dissonance. Pla�orm Germany, Editors: Mark Gisbourne and Christoph Tannert, hardcover, 384 pages, colour,
published by DCV Berlin, publica�on date 09.04.2022, ISBN 978-3-96912-060-6

click on photo for link to the essays and pages of Claudia Chaseling’s works in “Dissonance. Pla�orm Germany”

https://www.bethanien.de/en/publications/dissonance-platform-germany/
http://www.claudiachaseling.com/texts/Gisbourne_Tannert_Dissonance.html
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“muddy waters”, 2021, aluminum, pigments, MDM binder and oil on canvas, wall and ceiling, 100 x 212 inch / 250 x 540 cm

muddy waters

Our understanding of the world is increasingly put to a hard test—experiences, connec�ons,
processes are obscured and single-minded solu�ons are no longer to be had in the mud of half-
truths, interests, ideologies, promises. It is precisely this opacity that is alluded to in the �tle of
Claudia Chaseling's exhibi�on. That insigh�ul form and beauty can materialise from such
disturbing opaci�es is no less than the riddle of art.
Claudia Chaseling's o�en expansive pain�ngs act in the complex field of aesthe�cs as

resistance and revolt, transforma�on and distancing from experienced or mediated reality:
banishment and release at the same �me. These images are not theory-based pamphlets. The
thema�c star�ng point chosen in each case and the research of the explosive facts—change as
they are implemented, come to life in the pain�ng process, draw ever wider circles that frame
the theme, open it up, expand it, some�mes even call it into ques�on. Developed en�rely from
pain�ng, the pictures remain present at every moment, subcutaneously as it were; the
rela�onship to cri�cal reflec�on leads into art, into its imagina�ve space, which brings
something unprecedented to view and simultaneously into the world. These pictures are an
encounter with the world and a demand to be in the world—to par�cipate, to see, to make a
picture for oneself—in a world flooded with images and yet strangely without them, without
imagina�on. With their whirling dynamics, with the intertwining of lines and color planes, these
images create an irresolvable oscilla�on between visibility and foreboding, between concise
form and something that eludes form or forma�on. Words occur, illuminate; they are at once
drawing, reference, and enigma. These pictorial forma�ons become a stage on which the
contradic�ons, the fundamental ambivalences of our concep�on of the world are played out and
acted out.

In a certain way, Claudia Chaseling's pictorial spaces once again measure the path from
utopia to dystopia and thus also query our wishes, fears, dreams, and the totalitarian claim of
utopia to a be�er future at the expense of nature. Dystopias move us to act now, utopias to wait
for be�er �mes. In a very idiosyncra�c way, hope and crisis, topos and u-topos merge in this
pain�ng. Each pain�ng thus also stages the possible turn to a cau�ous, empathe�c, future-
oriented ac�on.
In her pictorial cosmos, Claudia Chaseling always considers the porous boundary, the

complex tension between ethics and aesthe�cs, their connec�on, but also their polari�es and
differences. Through the freedom of her imagina�on, through the unadorned and yet so
beau�ful representa�on of our reality, images emerge that set up vibra�ons in the categorical
divisions, liquefy them—illumina�ng trouble spots in the self-understanding of modernity. Like
the echo that alters, fragments, and selects, our percep�on and the terms with which we
described the formerly rela�vely stable world begin to to�er here. It is as if material and

energe�c flows are permanently interac�ng in these images. This interplay opens up to the
visionary task of seeing human beings as par�cipants in networks of very different agents that
include plants, animals, landscapes, resources, atmospheres, and things.
This mul�-layered pain�ng also reflects the capacity of art to transform, to refract the

terrible into the aesthe�c and thus to examine percep�on in each case and in all freedom for
gain and loss of knowledge.
Perhaps only in this way, in and through art, can we achieve a newwonder about the miracle

of the earth. What can we do, what must we know, in order to meet our responsibility for
inhabi�ng and managing the earth?

Dr. Dorothée Bauerle-Willert, 2021

“muddy waters”, detail, 2021, aluminum, pigments, MDM binder and oil on canvas, wall and ceiling, 98 x 213 inch / 250 x 540 cm
“muddy waters (streaming both ways)”, 2019, leaf aluminum, egg tempera and oil on canvas, 63 x 83 inch / 160 x 210cm
“deluge of delusion 3”, 2022, aluminum, pigments, MDM binder and oil on canvas, 60 x 100 inch / 150 x 250 cm
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Exhibi�on view “blind spots”, in “I am Nature, ROHKUNSTBAU 26“, 2021, Schloss Lieberose, Germany
aluminum, pigments, MDMbinder and oil on wall, floor, ceiling and 3 oval canvasses, 142 x 236 x 177 inch / 360 x 600 x 450 cm

Rohkunstbau 26 - I am Nature

Claudia Chaseling is keenly interested in represen�ng vast space differently, that is, without
illusions and central perspec�ve. In addi�on to the formal development of the pain�ngs from
the surface into space, and the search for a specific-dynamic pictorial structure, the pain�ng
should deal with our present �me and should contain reali�es that are o�en overlooked. Claudia
Chaseling combines on-site visual and intellectual research and this process enables her to find
in pain�ng a synergy between form and content.
Art Historian Bojana Pejic describes the pain�ngs: “Chaseling does not cri�cally respond to

general problema�cs of post-Nature, the galloping climate disaster, and the exhausted urban
landscape central to environmental ac�vism of our days. Her landscapes, as a �tle of her
exhibi�on of 2015 indicates, are Radia�on Scapes. In these works, but also in Spa�al Pain�ng in
general, her procedure could be perhaps best described as the “inscrip�ons of the invisible.” The
pieces like cloud and omen, or pain�ngs mutant, muta�ng tomatoes, orange mutant, for
example, and par�cularly in her dystopian graphic novels narra�ng the adventures of her li�le
science-fic�on hero, Murphy the mutant, display views of damaged or rather mutated nature,
affected by the radioac�ve fallout resul�ng in dust circula�ng in the atmosphere but remaining

“blind spots”, 2021, aluminum, pigments, MDM binder and oil on oval canvas, 60 x 98 inch / 150 x 250 cm
“blind spots”, detail, in “I am Nature, ROHKUNSTBAU 26“, 2021, Schloss Lieberose, Germany
aluminum, pigments, MDMbinder and oil on wall, floor, ceiling and 3 oval canvasses, 142 x 236 x 177 inch / 360 x 600 x 450 cm
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Exhibi�on view “I am Nature, ROHKUNSTBAU 26“, 2021, Schloss Lieberose, Germany
“mutopia 5”, 2020, gold leaf, pigments, MDM binder and oil on canvas, 114 x 358 inch / 290 x 910 cm
Studio view Berlin, the making of “mutopia 5”, 2020
Exhibi�on set up “silent”, Wollongong Art Gallery, NSW, Australia
2017, PVC and egg tempera on wall and floor, 146 x 217 x 217 inch / 370 x 550 x 550 cm

click on photo for link to �me-lapse video click on photo for link to �me-lapse video

“omen”, dra�, 2014, water color and pencil on paper, 17 x 23 inch / 42 x 59 cm
Exhibi�on set up “radia�onscape”, 2018, Art in Buildings, 55 5th Ave. Space, New York City, USA
“mutopia 5”, detail, 2020, gold leaf, pigments, MDM binder and oil on canvas, 114 x 358 inch / 290 x
910 cm

undetectable by the human eye. She is concerned with the invisible effects produced by the
harmful long-term radia�on, felt par�cularly in the post-war regions in which the role of science
was used in the service of warfare: as an abstract ar�st, she is making these effects visible.”
(Quote: Bojana Pejic, ‘The Day Before Tomorrow,’ in Claudia Chaseling – Spa�al Pain�ng, Berlin:
Verlag fuer zeitgenoessische Kunst und Theorie, 2016, p.11.)
The works feature references to landscapes and aerial maps overlaid with fragments of texts

and URL codes, which hint at the work’s content without giving away its secrets. “The ar�st’s
appealing bright colors and shiny surfaces func�on as a Trojan Horse to deploy serious content.”
(Quote: Jennie Lamensdorf, Claudia Chaseling - Radia�onscape, Press Release of Art in Buildings,
Time Equi�es, New York City, USA, 2018)

http://www.claudiachaseling.com/resources.html
https://www.momentumworldwide.org/wp-content/uploads/mutopia-5_Timelapse_20.gif
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_qLxgJVajc
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mutopia 5

Splashes of bright colors in biomorphic forms. Shapes and hues redolent of crackling, explosive
energy. Large format works overflowing the gallery walls. Visitors to an exhibi�on of Claudia
Chaseling’s work are confronted with a psychotropic satura�on of visual informa�on interlaced
with occasional text and the URLs of source materials for Chaseling’s research. For, what seems
ini�ally to be pure abstrac�on, is in fact so much more. Chaseling began her “mutopia” series in
2011, honing her technique of Spa�al Pain�ng to focus on visualizing the nuclear chain that leads
to radioac�ve contamina�on and its muta�ve effect on living things. Chaseling’s inquiry into the
ways that abstract, non-representa�onal pain�ng can communicate narra�ves with a socio-
poli�cal meaning - namely, the radioac�ve contamina�on of depleted uranium muni�ons –
became the subject of her prac�ce-based PhD, awarded by the Australian Na�onal University in
Canberra in 2019. That she is now able to show the body of work resul�ng from her research at
the Australian Embassy in her home city of Berlin, is a tribute to the 21 years Chaseling has been
living between Australia and Germany, as well as to the Embassy’s commitment to culture, even
in these precarious �mes. This exhibi�on was realized during the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak
and resul�ng lockdown, at a �me when most other cultural ins�tu�ons were canceling or
postponing their programs. And while the eyes and hearts of the world were focused on the viral
threat and a�ermath of COVID-19, Claudia Chaseling, working in her studio throughout the
lockdown, was addressing another kind of insidious invisible killer: radia�on and its
repercussions.
“mutopia 5” is an exhibi�on of Spa�al Pain�ng featuring 16 works, 2 of which are new site-

specific works made for the Australian Embassy Berlin. Ranging in media from pain�ng to
watercolor, sculpture, print, and video, and encompassing a decade of Claudia Chaseling’s
ar�s�c prac�ce, this body of work takes us on a psychedelic journey through the nuclear chain
leading to depleted uranium and its toxic a�ermath. In developing her technique of Spa�al
Pain�ng, Chaseling’s intent is in “transforming percep�on, distor�ng it to disseminate poli�cal
content.” Chaseling’s preoccupa�on with depleted uranium and the muta�ons it causes is
somehow rendered even more relevant now, in the �me of Corona, when suddenly we are all
seeming experts on the muta�ons of viral strains. It took a global pandemic to stop the world in
its tracks beneath the threat of an invisible killer which pays no heed to na�onal borders or
poli�cal will. Yet Claudia Chaseling has been pain�ng another such invisible killer for over a
decade. Why is it that no amount of media coverage and poli�cal protest - no amount of outrage
at dirty bombs and weapons tes�ng - can stop the invisible killer of radia�on poisoning our
planet? Why could not the global tragedies of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Chernobyl or Fukushima
also stop the world in its tracks? This exhibi�on is a warning, a wake-up-call exploding onto our
re�nas in poison pigments, and invading our consciousness with informa�on we should find as
terrifying as any pandemic. As the ar�st maintains, “mass destruc�on is enabled by mass
distrac�on”. Using her visual language of Spa�al Pain�ng to both inform and protest about the
fatal status quo of global energy and arms industries, Claudia Chaseling has for over a decade
persevered in focusing our a�en�on on the pernicious weapon of mass destruc�on which is
depleted uranium. Yet in designa�ng this body of work “mutopia”, she does so with hope for a
be�er future. “mutopia” – Claudia Chaseling’s verbal paradox, commingling the terms muta�on
and utopia, is perhaps not the oxymoron it first appears to be. Muta�ons in the DNA of living
things caused by radioac�ve isotopes is the stuff of sci-fi horror. Yet, from the very beginning of
life on this planet, gene�c muta�on has also been a survival mechanism. Without such
muta�ons over the course of millennia, we would not exist. If we enable our planet to survive
long enough, perhaps we too may change into something be�er.
Together with the Australian Embassy Berlin, MOMENTUM is proud to present Claudia

Chaseling’s solo exhibi�on “mutopia 5” as part of its 10th Anniversary Program, celebra�ng the
founda�on of MOMENTUM in Sydney, Australia in 2010.

Dr. Rachel Rits-Volloch, 2020

click on photo for link to the documentary of the exhibi�on by Momentum Berlin

Exhibi�on view (foyer), “mutopia 5”, Australian Embassy, Berlin, Germany
2020, le� to right: “mutopia 5”, “Anita”, “Murphy the mutant” (video) and “due to the heat”
aluminum, pigments, MDM binder, egg tempera and oil on canvas and concrete, video
Exhibi�on view (court yard), “mutopia 5”, Australian Embassy, Berlin, Germany
2020, le� to right: “black swan”, “disc 6”, “discs 1-4”, “9 out of 10”, “seventy years” and “Murphy”
aluminum, pigments, MDM binder, egg tempera and oil on canvas and concrete

https://www.momentumworldwide.org/exhibitions/mutopia5/
https://vimeo.com/468943097
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Exhibi�on view “devolu�on - site-muta�ve pain�ng”, Magic Beans Gallery, Berlin, Germany
2017, aluminum, ink, pigments and egg tempera on wall, floor and ceiling, 128 x 261 x 177 inch / 325 x 665 x 450 cm

Site-Muta�ve Pain�ng

Daring and without fear of big topics, Claudia Chaseling’s expansive pain�ngs connect very
different vocabularies, visual finds, texts, sources, and references to highly charged image
sequences and spa�al works which bring conceptual rigor and sensi�ve imagina�on, order, and
chaos into an insoluble whole. The mo�fs—distorted landscapes, organic forms, and glaring
wave structures—�p, break, and inundate one another and lead back to founda�onal
examina�ons and the ques�oning of being-in-the-world. This generates works that suddenly
change the exhibi�on space and the percep�ve space of the viewer. Chaseling creates visual
events that con�nually discard themselves, turn around, and begin again differently. They
perform sudden “rabbit jumps”—and thereby always offer unforeseen visual paths. The

convulsive, bright—at first glance abstract—image spaces are under lied by the barbaric
excesses of violence returned to the Occident, and by tormented nature that, as insignia of a
feral self-asser�on of man, mark this present. An empha�c doubt takes the place of modernity’s
empha�c belief in progress and its ar�s�c analog; a doubt, that is no ideological addi�on, but
arises en�rely from the conflic�ve, painterly forms. Painterly magic becomes reflec�on;
reflec�on becomes image magic.
Chaseling’s turbulent landscapes provide a world d’après nature, beyond utopia. The

threatening, o�en invisible or impercep�bly announced changes and muta�ons in nature and
society, here the contamina�on with radia�on transforms itself into energy-charged spa�al
pain�ng. Literally unse�ling and without didac�c overemphasis, these images reflect on how

SITE-MUTATIVE PAINTING

Exhibi�on view “mutopia 1” and detail, SOAD Gallery, Canberra, Australia
2019, gold leaf, aluminum leaf, egg tempera, pigment, MDM binder and oil on wall, floor, oval canvas and 4 concrete
objects, 236 x 354 x 236 inch / 600 x 900 x 600 cm

culture makes itself the pledge, the scourge of ideologies, the ul�mate ra�o of murderous acts
of self-differen�a�on. These images illuminate the disastrous alliances in which the desire for
territory is a�ended by terror, how longing for founda�on bears fundamentalism: every religious
service can pervert into an unholy war.
The insanely coas�ng dynamic of the images creates an insoluble oscilla�on between the

things you can see and the things you intuit—between what you think you know and what you
sense—and you cannot get out any more. The baroque fold-ins of contradic�ons, which of
course are also a figure for the new fragile-systema�c thinking, for an awareness of crisis in view
of the illusory character of all order, become form and forma�ve in this instance. In all precision,
diffuse objects develop—and their space can no longer simply be classified into outside and
inside. Rather, the contradic�ons amalgamate to transi�ons to another spa�al con�nuum. The
serious play with the contradic�ons of image opening and blockade, with addi�on and

conglomera�on, with mirroring and theatricaliza�on, the exci�ng becoming and the interlocking
of that becoming with the space are also inven�ons of the baroque era, which Chaseling
recharges and re-presents with confident verve. Chaseling collects the material of the world in
her pain�ngs, and in the ac�ve process of understanding and of transforma�on she charges it.
At the same �me, the ar�st’s recep�on is such that being and experience are introduced into
every produc�on. The painterly transforma�ons do not arise from cool observa�on or
vivisec�on; they are more of a risky obliga�on, a vouching answer. Responsibility arises as a
reac�on and in this response to the treated material. Claudia Chaseling does not avoid this
burden of art, her cri�cal, keen reac�ons blow open complex meaning, rendering it as sensual
experience into insight and discovery at once.

Dr. Dorothée Bauerle-Willert, 2017

http://www.claudiachaseling.com/spatial.html
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Biography

Claudia Chaseling is an interna�onal ar�st, born in Munich, Germany. She received a Master
degree in Visual Art, from the University of the Arts in Berlin and a PhD (Doctor of
Philosophy in Visual Art) from the Australian Na�onal University in Canberra.
Claudia is known for the prac�ce of Spa�al Pain�ng, site-muta�ve biomorphic abstract

murals, which cover walls, floors and ceilings. These works are dra�ed from one par�cular
viewpoint, to distort and dissolve the familiar geometry of the space, whilst carrying socio-
poli�cal meaning. In 2013 she published the graphic novel “Murphy the mutant” that became
an anchor for her work to follow.
Since 2000, Claudia has exhibited her work in over eighty solo and group exhibi�ons, notably

in Europe, Australia and the USA. Among others her work has been featured in the X-Border
Biennial, Finland, the Luela Art Biennial, Sweden and the Lorne Biennial, Australia. Projects
include solo exhibi�ons at Museum Nadezda Petrovic, Cacak, Serbia; Wollongong Art Gallery
Australia; Krohne Art Collec�on Duisburg, Rohkunstbau 26 in Lieberose, Momentum Berlin and
Kuenstlerhaus Bethanien in Berlin, Germany. In the U.S.A, recent exhibi�ons and commissions
with Art in Buildings took place in New York City, Milwaukee and Palm Beach and her work
“radia�onscape” has been reviewed in the New York Times.
Major grants and scholarships received con�nuously – include those of the German

Academic Exchange Service and the Karl Hofer Award; the Australian Samstag Scholarship, and
Australia Council for the Arts Grant. Claudia has taken part in various interna�onal visi�ng ar�sts
programs and residencies, among others at Art Omi and the Interna�onal Studio and Curatorial
Program in New York, and at the Texas A&M University.
The Verlag für zeitgenoessische Kunst und Theorie Berlin published her first extensive

monograph in November 2016. In 2022, the highly acclaimed book "Dissonance. Pla�orm
Germany" was published, presen�ng her work and that of 80 of the most important painters of
the "A�er the German Wall Genera�on" ac�ve today.

CV

1973 * in Munich, Germany
1993 Academy for Visual Art, Vienna, Austria
1994 University of Visual Arts, Berlin, UdK, Berlin, Germany
2000 Masters in Visual Arts, Prof. Marwan, UdK, Berlin, Germany
2003 Masters in Visual Arts, Australian Na�onal University (ANU), Canberra (DAAD S�pend),
2019 PhD Doctor of Philosophy in Visual Arts, ANU, Canberra, Australia (Australian Postgraduate
Award)

STIPENDS, AWARDS, PROJECTS (selec�on)

2020 Kuns�onds Bonn, Germany
2019 Research Fellowship, Fenner School of Environment & Society, ANU, Canberra, Australia
2018 Visi�ng Ar�st, Ins�tute for Art and Art Theory, University of Cologne, Germany
2017 Art Omi Residency, Ghent, New York, USA
2016, 2015, 2014, 2012, Lecturer for drawing and pain�ng, Bundesakademie für kulturelle
Bildung, Wolfenbü�el, Germany
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